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BARKERS SPORTS FENCING RANGE SILVER
DESIGNED FOR MEDIUM TO HIGH IMPACT SPORTS

SPORTSSILVER

SPORTS SILVER has been designed with a professional touch.
Most suited for medium to higher impact sports with its unique
design concept. Ideal for schools, urban areas, sports grounds,
football, tennis, hockey and multi-use games areas.
Panels
Specifically designed spread mesh
fencing system, ideally suited for most
multi-use game areas, providing a
unique rigid panel system.
Manufactured from 4mm diameter
wire, complete with a built in lower
rebound section. 3no cross rails are
used as standard.
Recessed goal areas are available,
complete with a range of sporting
accessories.

barkersfencing.com

BARKERS SPORTS FENCING RANGE GOLD
DESIGNED FOR MEDIUM TO HIGH IMPACT SPORTS

Posts
Post sections available for standard
heights are 80 x 80 x 3mm.
Heights
3m, 4m and 5m. Heights above 3m
can be achieved using 1m panel
increment sections, enabling
a quick and safe installation.

Fixing detail
SPORTS SILVER has been designed
using the latest anti-vibration PROFIX
panel cover fixing. This unique system
prevents movement at the point of
impact, protecting against personal
injury and product damage.

SPORTSGOLD

SPORTS GOLD has been designed for higher impact sports.
This system complements all sporting applications where strength
and durability is key. Ideal for football, hockey, cricket and general
multi-use games areas.
Panels
Designed specifically for high impact
sports. SPORTS GOLD has the
maximum resistance to continuous
and rigorous impacts.
Panels are manufactured from 358
mesh and 4mm wire complete with
3no cross rails, providing a solid and
durable fence. Additional cross rails
can be used for heavier impact areas.
Recessed goal areas are available,
complete with a range of sporting
accessories.

Posts
Post sections available for standard
heights are 80 x 80 x 3mm.
Fixing detail
SPORTS GOLD has incorporated the
Barkers Fencing unique anti-vibration
PROFIX panel cover fixing, providing a
smooth and flush detail, protecting
against personal injury and product
damage.

Heights
3m, 4m and 5m. Heights above 3m
can be achieved using 1m panel
increment sections, enabling
a quick and safe installation.

